
PULLING AT THE HEART STRINGS:        By: Dr. John D. Ferrer, 2-26-15 

HOW THE MORAL ARGUMENT TANGLES ATHEISTS IN THEIR OWN WEB  Reasonable Faith, UT-Dallas 

I. Introduction:  

A. Examples of Anti-Theistic Arguments: Genocide in the Old Testament, Sexism and Homophobia in Religion, Slavery in 

the Old Testament, Hell, Problem of Evil/Suffering 

B. All of these presuppose that morality is real, meaningful, and knowable. 

C. [Illustration: The Back Door Is Open] 

D. If these kinds of arguments are to work you have to surrender moral relativism/irrealism and grant moral objectivism 

E. “Relativism” and “objectivism” can be complicated/ambiguous.  

F. So I prefer: “moral facts” 

1. True moral claims about external reality.  

2. Not about my psychology (subjectivism)  

3. Or our psychology (conventionalism). 
 

II. Moral Facts Argument for God’s Existence 

A. Moral facts are not 

1. Sentiments/Feelings—You should feel badly about evil things, but if morality were just emotions then there’s no 

evil in the thing, it’s properties, or it’s relations, but only in the feelings.  

2. Opinions—since opinions don’t require a truth-relation but facts do. 

B. To be moral facts a moral claim needs to correspond to it’s truthmaker (reference point) 

 Correspondence definition of truth—truth is what corresponds to its reference point. 

C. What would a truthmaker for a moral fact look like? 

1. Correspondent: Corresponds to projected/theorized reality (i.e., Corr. Theory of Truth). 

2. An “ought”/“should”—not merely a natural fact—contra is-ought/naturalistic fallacy 

3. Teleological—goal-directed (i.e., oughts are intended outcomes not necessarily the actual results).  

4. Immaterial—it is a prospective state meaning it is more akin to an idea than a “physical thing” since it may or may 

not describe any actua; state of affairs, yet material thing can’t be and not be (at the same time). 

5. In other words, moral truthmakers need to be imminently mental in nature, just like moral facts are in our knowledge 

and judgments. 

D. But What About? 

1. Some folks may bite the bullet and surrender to  

a. Irrealism (morality is wholly non-real/illusory) 

b. Subjectivism (individual relativism) 

c. Conventionalism (group relativism) 

2. But these suffer an array of problems 

a. They trivialize morality—making “X is evil” into “I don’t like X” 

b. Revolutionary Objection 

c. Mediation Problem 

d. Counterintuitive 

e. Universal Negative (No moral values are real/objective). 

f. And those arguments against God lose their teeth. 

E. How Can Atheists Salvage Their Morally-Charged Anti-Theistic Argument? 

1. Easy, abandon relativism/irrealism for a factual sense of morality.  

a. Moral Absolutism—(at least some) moral values are true absolutely, as opposed to subjective senses particular 

to personal experience. 

b. Moral Realism—(at least some) moral values are extra-mental things, not mere psychology, such as emotivism 

or desirism 

c. Moral Objectivism—(at least some) moral values are commonly accessible objects, not private “true-for-me” 

kinds of things. 

d. Moral Universalism—(at least some) moral values are binding on everyone regardless of culture or creed. 

F. But What in Nature would Suffice  As a Moral Truthmaker? 

A. The grounding problem 



1. It would make sense for human morality to trace back to a comparable kind of mind that has moral 

intentions, but has them perfectly/unchangeably. That would lend an objective reference point for human 

morality. But naturalists don’t have this option. 

2. What do naturalists have? Nature. That’s it. Reason? Evolution? Brute Facts? Desires? 

B. Reason?  

1. But reason is just the tools not the material. Reason is useless for ethics unless ethical values already exist.  

2. Reason may give us access to moral goods, but that wouldn’t make reason the basis for moral good. 

3. Plus reasonable people disagree. 

C.  Evolution? 

1. But evolution is arbitrary/value neutral.  

2. Plus it’s wildly discriminatory. It kills everything.  

3. Evolution runs opposite of ethics. 

D. Brute Facts? 

1. But this concedes to non-materialism and punts to mystery.  

2. Commits the Naturalistic fallacy.   

3. These “oughts” have no truthmakers unless nature is teleological (i.e., intends things) 

E. Desires? 

1. But desires can be wrong.  

2. 1
st
 & 2

nd
 order Desires—we can wish we didn’t want something. Our desires require an external means of 

judging between competing desires. That external ref. point for judgment would be the better grounding. 

3. Plus, this leads to relativism/irrealism 

F. What’s Left? 

1. If nature has no truthmakers for moral facts, and it’s too objectionable to abandon factual morality, then 

only supernature will suffice to ground morality. 

2. This we call God. 
 

III. Critique of the Moral Facts Argument For God’s Existence 

A. What This Argument Does Not Demonstrate 

1. That this God is the Christian God. 

2. Much of anything about God’s personality, if any. 

3. That Christian morality is the best/correct/only option. 

4. This argument can be logically side-stepped, however, if someone accepts relativism, irrealism, or 

absurdism; but they do so at their own peril. 

B. Strengths 

1. It’s powered by the skeptic’s own moral outrage. 

2. It’s a nice departure from zombie topics in the sciences. 

3. Tests the skeptic’s logical/rational consistency. 

4. Moral philosophy is often a weakness for internet atheists. 

5. It can redirect moral outrage into a theology of suffering. 

C. Weaknesses 

1. It’s limited in scope 

2. It is easily misused/abused. 

3. It can be sidestepped by abandoning moral realism. 

4. Requires the skeptic to be honest with himself. 

D. 1
st
 Rebuttal: But, can’t Skeptics use the problem of evil (et al.) as a consistency check on theism without 

addressing the moral argument for God’s existence?  

1. Yes, they can.  

2. But, to judge Christian theism consistently requires comparing Christian theism to itself, NOT comparing 

“Santa God” with Yahweh God. 

3. Skeptics marginalize themselves w/ weak hermeneutics, bad theology, shallow philosophy whenever they 

construct a straw-man kind of theism and compare the Biblical God to this simplistic omni-polite “deity.” 

E. 2
nd

 Rebuttal: But, can’t Skeptics use the problem of evil (et al.) against Christian theism while remaining 

agnostic/undecided on the Moral arg.? 

1. Yes, and no. These arguments can still be maintained, but they’re weakened to the extent that the skeptics 

moral basis is unresolved. 

2. Maintaining those arguments fiercely is disproportionate to their moral grounding. You can’t fire a cannon 

from thin ice. Nor can we reasonably be upset at the ref if we have no principled conviction or objective 

knowledge about the rules of the game. 



PULLING AT THE HEART STRINGS:        By: Dr. John D. Ferrer, 2-26-15 

HOW THE MORAL ARGUMENT TANGLES ATHEISTS IN THEIR OWN WEB 

IV. Introduction:  

G. Examples of Anti-Theistic Arguments: Genocide in the Old Testament, Sexism and Homophobia in Religion, Slavery in 

the Old Testament, Hell, Problem of Evil/Suffering 

H. All of these presuppose that _______________ is real, meaningful, and knowable. 

I. [Illustration: The Back Door Is Open] 

J. If these kinds of arguments are to work you have to surrender moral relativism/irrealism and grant moral objectivism 

K. “Relativism” and “objectivism” can be complicated/ambiguous.  

L. So I prefer: “_________________” 

4. True moral claims about external reality.  

5. Not about my psychology (subjectivism)  

6. Or our psychology (conventionalism). 
 

V. Moral Facts Argument for God’s Existence 

G. Moral facts are not 

3. ___________________—You should feel badly about evil things, but if morality were just emotions then there’s no 

evil in the thing, it’s properties, or it’s relations, but only in the feelings.  

4. ___________________—since opinions don’t require a truth-relation but facts do. 

H. To be moral facts a moral claim needs to correspond to it’s truthmaker (reference point) 

 Correspondence definition of truth—truth is what corresponds to its reference point. 

I. What would a truthmaker for a moral fact look like? 

6. ____________________: Corresponds to projected/theorized reality (i.e., Corr. Theory of Truth). 

7. An _________________not merely a natural fact—contra is-ought/naturalistic fallacy 

8. _______________—goal-directed (i.e., oughts are intended outcomes not necessarily the actual results).  

9. _______________—it is a prospective state meaning it is more akin to an idea than a “physical thing” since it may or 

may not describe any actua; state of affairs, yet material thing can’t be and not be (at the same time). 

10. In other words, moral truthmakers need to be imminently mental in nature, just like moral facts are in our knowledge 

and judgments. 

J. But What About? 

3. Some folks may bite the bullet and surrender to  

a. _________________(morality is wholly non-real/illusory) 

b. _________________(individual relativism) 

c. _________________(group relativism) 

4. But these suffer an array of problems 

a. They trivialize morality—making “X is evil” into “I don’t like X” 

b. Revolutionary Objection 

c. Mediation Problem 

d. Counterintuitive 

e. Universal Negative (No moral values are real/objective). 

f. And those arguments against God lose their teeth. 

K. How Can Atheists Salvage Their Morally-Charged Anti-Theistic Argument? 

2. Easy, abandon relativism/irrealism for a factual sense of morality.  

a. Moral ________________—(at least some) moral values are true absolutely, as opposed to subjective senses 

particular to personal experience. 

b. Moral ________________—(at least some) moral values are extra-mental things, not mere psychology, such as 

emotivism or desirism 

c. Moral ________________—(at least some) moral values are commonly accessible objects, not private “true-for-

me” kinds of things. 

d. Moral ________________—(at least some) moral values are binding on everyone regardless of culture or creed. 

L. But What in Nature would Suffice  As a Moral Truthmaker? 

A. The grounding problem 



3. It would make sense for human morality to trace back to a comparable kind of mind that has moral 

intentions, but has them perfectly/unchangeably. That would lend an objective reference point for human 

morality. But naturalists don’t have this option. 

4. What do naturalists have? Nature. That’s it. ___________? ___________?___________? ___________? 

B. Reason?  

1. But reason is just the tools not the material. Reason is useless for ethics unless ethical values already exist.  

2. Reason may give us ____________to moral goods, but that wouldn’t make reason the basis for moral good. 

3. Plus reasonable people disagree. 

C.  Evolution? 

4. But evolution is ________________________.  

5. Plus it’s wildly _____________________ It kills everything.  

6. Evolution runs opposite of ethics. 

D. Brute Facts? 

1. But this concedes to non-materialism and punts to mystery.  

2. Commits the ________________fallacy.   

3. These “oughts” have no truthmakers unless nature is teleological (i.e., intends things) 

E. Desires? 

1. But desires can be wrong.  

2. ________________ Desires—we can wish we didn’t want something. Our desires require an external means 

of judging between competing desires. That external ref. point for judgment would be the better grounding. 

3. Plus, this leads to relativism/irrealism 

F. What’s Left? 

3. If nature has no truthmakers for moral facts, and it’s too objectionable to abandon factual morality, then 

only ________________will suffice to ground morality. 

4. This we call God. 
 

VI. Critique of the Moral Facts Argument For God’s Existence 

F. What This Argument Does Not Demonstrate 

5. That this God is the Christian God. 

6. Much of anything about God’s personality, if any. 

7. That Christian morality is the best/correct/only option. 

8. This argument can be logically side-stepped, however, if someone accepts relativism, irrealism, or 

absurdism; but they do so at their own peril. 

G. Strengths 

6. It’s powered by the skeptic’s own moral outrage. 

7. It’s a nice departure from zombie topics in the sciences. 

8. Tests the skeptic’s logical/rational consistency. 

9. Moral philosophy is often a weakness for internet atheists. 

10. It can redirect moral outrage into a theology of suffering. 

H. Weaknesses 

5. It’s limited in scope 

6. It is easily misused/abused. 

7. It can be sidestepped by abandoning moral realism. 

8. Requires the skeptic to be honest with himself. 

I. 1
st
 Rebuttal: But, can’t Skeptics use the problem of evil (et al.) as a ____________________ on theism without 

addressing the moral argument for God’s existence?  

4. Yes, they can.  

5. But, to judge Christian theism consistently requires comparing Christian theism to itself, NOT comparing 

“Santa God” with Yahweh God. 

6. Skeptics marginalize themselves w/ weak hermeneutics, bad theology, shallow philosophy whenever they 

construct a straw-man kind of theism and compare the Biblical God to this simplistic omni-polite “deity.” 

J. 2
nd

 Rebuttal: But, can’t Skeptics use the problem of evil (et al.) against Christian theism while ______________ 

_________________ on the Moral arg.? 

3. Yes, and no. These arguments can still be maintained, but they’re weakened to the extent that the skeptics 

moral basis is unresolved. 

4. Maintaining those arguments fiercely is disproportionate to their moral grounding. You can’t fire a cannon 

from thin ice. Nor can we reasonably be upset at the ref if we have no principled conviction or objective 

knowledge about the rules of the game. 


